CALIFORNIA DREAMING
“Climb the mountains and get their good tidings. Nature’s peace will flow into you as sunshine flows into trees.
The winds will blow their own freshness into you and the storms their energy, while cares will drop off like autumn leaves”
John Muir
John Muir’s influence is everywhere in the Yosemite Valley and also in the Meadows of Tuolomne. His vision is apparent in the trail
that bears his name and implicit in the way the National Park is run. You won’t get a phone signal, wifi is elusive, and there is
evidence everywhere of conservation efforts – stick to the trails, stay off areas under restoration, keep to the low speed limits to
protect wild-life.
Of course you can also get John Muir books, fridge magnets, tee shirts and all the usual paraphernalia but he has fully earned his
place in the history of this wonderful area which was declared a National Park as early as 1864.
In the Tuolomne Meadows there is a very strong free climbing ethic of which I’m sure John Muir would approve. There is the
occasional old peg. There are very occasional bolted stances on great expanses of featureless granite where, without some sort of
contrived stance, pitches could be 100 metres long. But, in essence for most climbs, you can take only photos and leave the rock
pristine. There are fewer peg scars here than in the Valley and these often make possible free ascents of previously aided climbs.
I had climbed in the Valley in 1998 but our plans to spend time in the Tuolomne Meadows were thwarted by the closure of the
Tioga Pass road – Highway 120. Snow closes this road, which rises to almost 10,000 feet, every Winter and the opening date is
awaited every year with bated breath. 2016/7 produced record snowfall and while the precipitation helped to cure the Californian
drought, it left the Pass still closed at the start of July. The Tioga Pass resort was badly damaged and would not open at all for the
2017 season. Camp sites in the park were closed and the position of sites outside the Park boundary was unclear.
Jim (Unwin) and I had booked to go out for two weeks from 11 July so we were understandably nervous about what to expect.
Gleaning info from the internet and the nearest thing to UKC in the US – Supertopo – we acquired guidebooks to South Lake
Tahoe (to the north) and Shuteye Ridge (to the south) as back-up.
By the time we caught our flight we were still unsure what we would find.
We met up with Nat (Cheeseman) and Toby (Ernster) who were recovering from an unsuccessful attempt on the Nose but a more
successful, if very long day, on Royal Arches.

We settled on trying the Tahoe Lake Area a few hours’ drive north from their rented house in Twain Harte on the Sonora Pass
Road.
Snow was still evident high on the mountainsides but as Lover’s Leap loomed into view over the Strawberry Lodge, we knew we
would get some climbing done. We camped at the foot of the cliffs. This campsite (sorry – campground) has a tap. It also a loo
(long drop – hold your nose, keep the door closed and put the seat down even if you’re a man!). The obligatory bear-proof storage
box had broken catches which was a slight worry.
Jim and I managed a short climb in the afternoon – Deception a pleasant 5.6 (Hard Severe or thereabouts) – on the Hog’s back. In
the evening it was pleasantly shady, and like nearly all our climbs, there was an easy walk-off.
We had decided to eat out in the evenings so popped down to the Strawberry Lodge. Too late! The proprietor emerged from a 50s
time-warp to suggest a “17 mile” trip back towards Placerville. 40 miles later we found a Denny’s still open and managed to get
something masquerading as food down us.
Next day, we turned to the main cliffs which are reached by a trail which used to be the Pony Express route in the 19 th century. Jim
and I did Haystack. It took nuts like a dream, and like all our routes, merited all the stars sprinkled around in the guidebooks. The
second pitch 5.8 overhang felt like a British HVS but its 4 pitches were beautiful.
We popped down to follow Toby and Nat up Bear’s Reach. If the name’s familiar, it’s the climb that Dan Osman soloed in just over
4 minutes in a classic You-tube video. We took a little longer passing the Bear’s Reach move statically as opposed to the leaping
salmon technique of Mr Osman. A fine route at 5.7 – around VS.
In the evening, we ignored advice from the Strawberry Lodge and headed north for Lake Tahoe hoping for a swim but concerned
that snow melt in this ski-resort would make it too cold. We needn’t have worried. This beautiful lake welcomed us with no more
than the sort of shiver you might get on a Cornish Summer beach. A really popular venue, there were plenty of places to eat and
pizza went down well. “Delicious” was (as it often is) Jim’s verdict.

Next morning, Jim and I went for a combination of routes which would take us the full height of the cliff dominating the camp
ground. We started with Surrealistic Pillar which had stupendous rock architecture and wonderful, if occasionally run-out climbing
in its 3 pitches. We had waited briefly at the bottom for another team to start and in following them we nearly missed the “trembling

traverse” out of a dirty corner onto a slabby face covered in amazing horizontal dykes where we just stepped from seam to seam
with little concern about the run-out.
At the halfway ledge we had a bit of jungle bashing to do to get up and across left to find Corrugation Corner. I led the first pitch –
lots of easy bridging and then a traverse out right. Jim now had the pitch described in the book as “one of the steepest and most
intimidating 5.7 pitches anywhere”. A bit of hyperbole here, but still good. Moving out of the groove to the arête was easy enough
and any fear in climbing the arête itself was mitigated, unusually, by two pegs. Impersonating a beached whale was the only
sensible way to reach the belay niche. My pitch was a proper chimney followed by a technical little traverse into the corner which
led to a headwall covered in those dykes again. Easy but spectacular climbing led to the rim. 5 stars in the guidebook well
deserved. Toughish VS for what was, overall a 6 pitch outing.
Meanwhile, Toby and Nat had done Haystack and we set off for what was to become our daily swim – again at Lake Tahoe
followed by a Mexican meal which didn’t meet Toby’s high standards (“I never once saw fajitas while I was living in Mexico”). What
we did eat kept the wolf at bay.
Jim didn’t sleep well as it would be his turn to lead the first pitch of the line of the crag – imaginatively called The Line. Dead
straight after the initial ramp. We were warned on all the popular routes here to expect to queue but it was free as we geared up.
The first ramp passed easily but it was steep and the crux at 5.9 hits you immediately. Great gear eases the pressure but it’s still a
tough move on the right wall of the crack to reach good face holds. Jim soon had it tamed and then climbed steadily to the belay. I
struggled on my first go but got it second time. There was an awkward jamming section to follow and then it eased to the belay. My
pitch had a 5.9 overhang which turned out to be quite straightforward and Jim soon dispatched the steep juggy overhang at the top.
Another 5 stars in the bag. E1 or thereabouts.

Jim at the crux of The Line

We met up with Toby and Nat at the top after their ascent of East Wall at 5.7. Much to their amusement on the way down Jim, was
obviously perceived by a well-meaning local to be a bit fragile (due to advancing years). “You got this!” was the helpful advice. Jim
was a bit put out to say the least but I’m sure he stood up straighter after that.
We popped down to the Strawberry Lodge thinking to grab a late morning coffee. You could almost hear the banjos starting up as
we opened the door. The bar stools were full of female bikers who turned their heads in unison to examine what the cat had dared
to bring in. We retreated to the shop across the road. Here they had a pleasant shaded veranda and damn fine coffee.
Jim niggled away at Toby till he succumbed and they went back up for It’s Better with Bacon on the Hogwild Buttress at 5.8.
Meanwhile Nat and I discovered that the ice-cream in the shop was pretty good.
Our plan now was for a short day back near the Sonora Pass and then to move on to Tuolomne. As John Muir put it: “The
mountains are calling and I must go”.
Really helpful advice from the Tahoe climbers suggested the climbs would be fully accessible and that we would be able to camp
outside the park on the Eastern side towards Lee Vining.
We popped into Pinecrest Lake for a swim on the way back to Twain Harte. Next morning found us driving up Highway 108 to near
the Sonora Pass. Here we’d been recommended to do the short but unique Hexcentrics. The cliffs in this area were of basalt but
unlike the Devil’s Tower in Wyoming, the basalt columns had turned through 90 degrees so the climb was up the edges of the
hexagons poking out. The walk-in was short but across scree consisting of a very large numbers of hexagonally shaped blocks.
Slightly disconcerting! On the climb itself, apparently detached blocks were kept fairly firmly in place by the blocks above. Unique
but worrying climbing. On top, the belay was to thin oak sapling roots buried and hopefully firmly attached to the hexagonal scree.

Toby leads Hexcentrics

Next morning it was off to Tuolomne at last. The weather was perfect. We stopped and marvelled at the view of Half Dome from
Olmsted Point and again at Tenaya Lake. Only 6 weeks before, this Lake still had ice on it, but now it was a wonderful Summer
picture post-card with the Stately Pleasure Dome dominating its northern shore. Further on at the far end of the actual Meadows
we padded around like the rest of the many tourists on the lower granite slopes of Lembert Dome.

Half Dome from Olmsted Point

All the campgrounds in the park were closed, but once we had got over the Tioga Pass – still a few snow patches around – we
found a space outside the park boundary at Junction Campground. The facilities here were the same as at Lover’s Leap - long
drop loo, (working) bear box but no tap this time. Instead we had the local torrent. $17 per night for the four of us was a bargain
though.
We dropped down into Lee Vining for supplies and eats after the obligatory visit to Mono Lake which is recovering slowly from
having its water supplies diverted for many years by Los Angeles. There are several eating places in Lee Vining but the most
popular and probably the best is the Whoa Nelly Deli at the Mobil garage at the start of Highway 120. Sharing a few beers and a big
Pizza (Jim’s verdict: “Delicious!”), was pretty economical.

Mono Lake

Our daily pattern was now: Climb, swim, beer at the camp and then eat in Lee Vining.
First day up we were back at Lake Tenaya for Stately Pleasure Dome. There is no walk in but you have to pad up easy rock for a
few metres from the road to get to the first belays. We chose West Country at 5.7. Beautifully clean granite got us into the feel of
things. Jim’s second pitch was a bit of a tester – the main problem being seeing into the crack for the runners. Four good pitches
found us near the top. A short abseil from the tree on the left and then padding easily down the slabs to the road. Nat and Toby
took the longer path over the top and down the west side.
Jim and I then went for the classic Great White Book. Only 5.6 but little gear on pitch 1 and none for 30 metres on pitch 2. I got
that one! Apparently, local climbers use it as a descent route bridging facing out. The summit slabs were run-out as usual with one
bolted stance to break up what would have been a 100 metre pitch. Nat and Toby meanwhile padded up the run-out White Flake at
5.6.

Our lines on Stately Pleasure Dome

Jim leads pitch 4 of West Country
Our lines on
Stately Pleasure Dome

Me on the run-out pitch 2
Of the Great White Book

The following day we set off for Cathedral Peak. A gentle path leaves the John Muir Trail and wanders quite gradually up towards
this spectacular peak. The views of surrounding peaks, still bearing large snow patches, opened up as we climbed. Arriving at the
foot of the south ridge to a welcome from several tame local marmots, it was clear lots of parties had the same idea. Initially all
teams could choose their own line at around 5.7. As the peak narrowed however, the teams converged and a little queueing was
needed. But not for one party who just climbed all over us on the chimney pitch. Not dangerous in fact but just plain rude.

Cathedral Peak and resident marmot

Summit of Cathedral Peak

The summit is the size of a coffee table and satisfyingly pointy. We could just about squeeze us all on top for the obligatory selfie.
Jim had a go at talking us into adding Eichorn’s Pinnacle but we demurred in favour of getting down for a swim. We took the north
side descent – the route taken by John Muir on his solo first ascent. Eventually we hit his trail and stomped off towards the
Meadows. Here we had our worst mosquito experience. They were almost as bad as in the Highlands and we had not brought any
nets or anti mozzie stuff with us. We survived of course.
The Mobil Garage was really busy. It’s the venue for any local events and a decent band was playing so the world and his wife had
turned up. We popped in for the end of their set after a meal in town.

Time for a harder route now – West Crack, 5.9, on Daff Dome. Why Daff Dome you may ask. It’s the Dome Across From Fairview
of course. A short walk in of 15 minutes and the soaring crack line becomes obvious starting from a convenient traversing ledge 30
metres up. Jim’s turn in front. Unusually, but pragmatically, a bolt protects the first and hardest moves – a screwgate crab direct
into the bolt should stop you hitting the ledge if you did slip. In fact it was sustained but obvious and the crack after that was
beautifully technical with another hard section just before the belay. My pitch was the overhang on big jugs out left when you could
get them and then a fight to stand up in balance. I belayed quickly with a good view down to Nat on pitch 1 and also of Jim starting
pitch 3 which led out to the arete and then rejoined the crack system. I expected him to halt after around 30 metres but we got to
around 59 of the 60 available before the faint shout of “safe” reached me. This was a cracker of a pitch. A variety of jamming
techniques needed including toe-crushers and a series of finger-locks. Our feet hurt! Easy slabby pitches now led to the top.
Crack-climbing was an unfamiliar art to Toby and Nat so we had a little wait while they got to grips with it. The views from the top
were impressive particularly of Fairview Dome which was an objective for Jim and I. After a little searching around, I’d found the
abseil bolts which led swiftly to easy slopes on the south side and avoided a long padding descent which would have been painful
for our sore toes.

Jim and Toby at the foot of
West Crack Daff Dome

Nat on pitch 1 West Crack

Atop Daff Dome – Fairview and the Regular Route behind

The prospect of a rest morning was put to the committee and passed unanimously – Jim needed the wifi link available in Lee Vining
to catch up with business so even he didn’t demur. The rest of us paid for a hot shower in the posh campground in town. Much
needed despite our daily swims.
In the afternoon, Jim and I went back to Lembert Dome and did the fairly easy North-West Books – a two-pitch 5.6. The wandering
descent route down the massive sweep of slabs back to the road was an outing in itself.

Granite, granite, everywhere
Lembert Dome

Nat and Toby were now keen to get back into the Valley for Snake Dike on Half Dome. After seeing them off with a final coffee in
Lee Vining, Jim and I went for South Crack on the Stately Pleasure Dome. I got the first pitch with an early 5.9 move. That
seemed easy but the crack above proved a bit harder on lead – trying to peer into the crack for runners while maintaining friction
was a trial. Three good crack pitches and then the usual run-out slabs made for a satisfying outing.

Me on the 1st pitch of South Crack
Stately Pleasure Dome

We were now as ready as we could be for our test-piece - the Regular Route on Fairfield Dome. At the start of the week, this had
looked frighteningly big and steep. Not much had changed!

We made an early start, not sure whether it would be busy and also unsure of the weather. Dire guidebook warnings about the
relationship between clouds and storms didn’t help.
Two parties were ahead of us and a solo climber politely asked if we minded if he set off before us. We didn’t and we never saw
him again. I was soon grappling with the first and hardest pitch. It was quite sustained, a bit cold in the shade and damp in places.
I reached a ledge about 30 metres up below the obvious crux. The corner was wet for the feet and there was a damp slippery half
jam for my right hand. On the left wall were tiny edges. I didn’t trust my right foot in the corner and simply couldn’t work out what to
do. A token effort at aiding it and a small fall and I asked Jim to lower me off. That went fine on a really good nut but just above the
belay ledge, I was flying. I stopped very quickly with the help of two other guys who were queueing. I couldn’t believe my nut had
come out and was at a loss to understand what had happened. Jim led the pitch easing past the crux very smoothly but I still
struggled when following. It was then that Jim sheepishly explained what had happened. He simple hadn’t tied in to the rope he
was using to lower me so it had run through. Easily done and no damage on this occasion. Rookie error and a lesson learned!

Jim on pitch 2 Regular Route Fairview Dome and me on the summit with Cathedral Peak
behind

I was now quite tired after my efforts so Jim led most of the hard pitches. Several 5.8 or borderline 5.9 pitches led to the Crescent
Ledge. Great climbing, good gear and not a bolt in sight. Above the ledge, the route wanders around taking a logical line up
grooves to the left and then a substantial overhang. We found getting across beneath the overhang really easy on little footholds
but it seems US climbers have an aversion to run-outs and preferred to grapple with underclings to get to the same point. A
massive hold was the key to passing the overhang and then it was straightforward pleasant enough scrambling to the top. Fantastic
views met us, and the big storm clouds gathering to the East were sufficiently far away not to worry us. The descent route was long
but really easy down the West face and soon we were relaxing on the idyllic beach at the eastern end of Lake Tenaya.
I was keen on a rest on our final day. I thought this was secure when thunderstorms and torrential rain fell in the night but it was
dry in the morning and Jim made a token effort to get me out, even suggesting I just hold the ropes for a short climb. I was weary,
the weather was still threatening, and eventually Jim gave in. We did the tourist bit in Lee Vining and even found some hot springs
on our drive round via the Sonora Pass.

Hot stuff

Back at the house, Nat and Toby soon turned up having had a long day out walking into and out of Half Dome for a great day out
on Snake Dike. For now, I agree with John Muir: “Of all the mountain ranges I have climbed, I like the Sierra Nevada the best.”

